1. Cyclotomic Polynomials. For n a positive integer, the n th cyclotomic polynomial is
where the product is over rational numbers in [0, 1) with denominator n.
For n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12, the indexing sets are {0}, {1/2}, {1/3, 2/3}, {1/4, 3/4}, {1/6, 5/6}, and {1/12, 5/12, 7/12, 11/12}. The corresponding roots e 2πir are as drawn: In general, one has
Cyclotomic polynomials can be computed inductively from (1) without any reference to complex roots. E.g., one has
Inverting, one gets
The degree of Φ n (x) is "Euler's totient" φ(n), the number of rational numbers in [0, 1) with denominator n.
The case when n is a prime power, n = p m > 1, is the main case. Then, very simply
As another example, φ(105) = φ(3)φ(5)φ(7) = 2 · 4 · 6 = 48 and Φ 105 (x) =
Cyclotomic polynomials are irreducible.
(Proof in the case n = p:
an Eisenstein polynomial. )
The Galois group of Φ n (x) is the multiplicative group (Z/nZ) × .
In fact, for a ∈ (Z/nZ) × the corresponding permutation of the roots of Φ n (x) is e 2πir → e 2πiar .
(This fact, and the fact that φ(17) = 16 is a power of 2, underlies Gauss' construction of the 17-gon by ruler and compass.)
The primes dividing the discriminant D(Φ n ) of Φ n (x) all divide n. Proof in the case n = 8:
The ring Z[e 2πi/n ] is the full ring of integers in the cyclotomic field Q(e 2πi/n ), and so the field discriminant d(Φ n ) agrees with the polynomial discriminant D(Φ n ).
2. Fractalized Cyclotomic Polynomials: basic properties extended. Consider the following linear operators from polynomials of degree ≤ n polynomials of degree ≤ pn.
The complicated F * n,p,0 and F * n,p,∞ are conjugates of the simple F * n,p,1 by fractional linear transformations of the x-line stabilizing {0, 1, ∞}.
. For m ≥ 2, define Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m = F * (p−1)p m−2 ,p;τ Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m−1 . The special case Φ p;1,...,1 is just the classical cyclotomic polynomial Φ p m.
Properties of the operators F n,p;τ : V n → V pn .
Preservation of cuspidal values. For f (x) = a 0 x n + · · · + a n−1 x + a n one has f (0) = a n , f (1), and also f (∞) = a 0 . Direct computation shows
where {τ, τ , τ } = {0, 1, ∞}. This formula and (4) below are proved by reduction to the simple case of F n,p;1 (x) = x p .
Consequences of the general properties for the particular polynomials Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m .
1. Cuspidal values. One checks directly that
for σ ∈ {0, 1, ∞}. By (2), the same formulas hold with Φ p;τ 1 replaced by Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m . 3. Irreducibility. Equation (4) says Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m (x) ≡ Ψ τ 1 (x) φ(p m ) (mod p).
This fact, together with (5), says that Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m is an Eisenstein polynomial if τ 1 = 0. By the Eisenstein criterion, which applies directly if τ 1 = 0, one gets that Φ p;τ 1 ,...,τ m (x) is irreducible.
4. Field discriminant. In general, polynomial discriminants D(f ) and field discriminants d(f ) = d(Q[x]/f (x)) are integers related by
